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Basic Knowledge on fastening technology in fixing of
ventilated facades
1.

Basic
Building material
Important for the choice of plug, fastener, anchor is the building material in which the
anchoring has to be fixed. Structure in concrete, masonry material and others like, steel,
wood ...
Concrete
nonnal concrete and lightweight concrete. Lightweight concrete shows aggregates such as
pumice, Styropor, expanded clay. This possesses a lower comprassive strangth than gravel
in nonnal concrete.
For normal concrete approvals start with C12115.
Masonry bulldlng material
Is a composite material made of bricks and mortar. The compressive strength of the bricks in
old masonry is often higher than that of the morter. The aim should be to achieve anchoring in
the masonry brick.

4 qroups of masonry brlcks are dlstlnqulshed: (see approval under 3.1.1, list 3.1)

1. sand-lIme aaId blick
2. aal id-brick

1. perforsted bridt
2. sancl-lme perfarated br1ck

Bulldlng materials wlth a compact structure
am highly suitable for fastening fixings, since they have
no cavities for the most part and have high
compressive strength (up to max.15 %, eg handling
pockets).
Mostly goOO for plugs.
Perforated bulldlng materials wlth a compact
structure (perforatad and hollow brlcks) mostly
manufactured from the same compressive strength
material as the solid bricks but are provided with
cavities. If higher loads are introduced into this
material, special fixings should be used, which
bridge or fill out the cavities.
Solid brlcks wlth a porous sctructure have a low
compressive strength and many pores. Special fixings
with a large expansion surface or fixings with a form
locking grip should be used.

1. pumlce 101111 br1ck

2.ametB

Iighlweight cancnlte hollaw black

Perforated bulldlng materials wlth a porous
structure (perforated bricks) have low compressive
strength, but many cavities and poras. Take particular
care to select and fit the right fixing, for example fixings
with long expansion zone or net-coverecl anchors with
a form locking grip, specially for lightweight concrete
hollow blocks made of pumice or expanded clay.

For ventilated facades approved fasteners/anchors has to be used (see DIN 18516 T1)
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Drilling
The building material determines the drilling method.

Rotary drilling
Rotary operation, so that the drill hole will not become too
large and the webs will not break anway in perforated bricks.
Specially for perforated bricks and building materials with low
strength and aircrete. Drilling without impact.

Rotary drilling

Impact drilling
Rotation and a large number of light impacts with the
percussion drilling machine
Schlagbohren

Hammer drilling
Rotation and a smaller number of light impacts, but with a
high impact energy. eg concrete.
Hammer dnlling

Drilling types
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Hard metal drills will drill faster, if you grind sharply with a
positive cutting edge similar to a steel drill. Or use special
masonry building drills.
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Assembly
Please be aware of following details (see approvals in each case!):
Edge an Axial spacing
As weil as component thickness must be observed as per specification.
Drill hole depth
Must be larger than the anchorage depth - apart from a few exceptions.
Drill hole cleaning
During or after drilling the bore dust must be removed. Uncleaned drill holes will reduce the
holding characteristics. The dust acts like loose chippings on the road.
Loads
Permissible loads, these are working loads which already contain an appropriate safety
coefficient. These loads are contained in the approval decisions of the Institut for Structural
Engineering Berlin (DIBt) and apply only ifthe approval conditions are observed.
In masonry building materials tests have to be made very often according approval to get
approved loads (see approval: 13.2 - 3.2.3.3 "tesf').

MODE OF EFFECT OF FIXINGS
Various bearing mechanismus may be utilised.

Friction locking - the expanding part of
the fixing is pressed against the drill hole
and bears the externailoads through
friction.
~ plug (for concrete, masonry building
material)
~ bolt anchor (for concrete)

Interlocking - fixing geometry adapts
interlocking to the shape of the substrate
or drill hole.
~ undercut-anchor (for concrete)

Bonding - mortar or synthetic resin is
bonded with the fixing and
anchor
~ base injection an chor
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Interlocking I Bonding connection through injection material between anchor and substrate
over bonding and interlocking
Injections-anchor
AIRCRETE
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fixing
thickness t fIX

f:I-~~=~~~--iOI fixing
thickness t flX
installation thickness

TYPES OF MOUNTING
1. Attachment mounting: the fixing usually forms a flush fitting with the building material
surface.
Mounting sequence:
• transfer of the spacing sizes of the object to the anchoring base
• make drill hole, place fixing, screw on the item for mounting

~~<f-~

2. Push-through mounting: for serial mountings and in particular with more than two fixings
per mounting item, the push-through mounting is normally used.
• The holes in the component for connection may be used as a drilling template, since the
drill hole diameter in the component for connection is at least as large as in the building
material.
• Apart from facilitating the mounting process, good accuracy of fit on the part of the fixing
holes is achieved
• The plug is then pushed into the drill hole through the mounting item and is then expanded

3. Spaced mounting: the component for connection should be fixed in a pressure-resistant
and tension-resistant manner, a certain distance away from the anchoring
surface. To do this, metal anchors with ametrie internal thread are used to
take screws or threaded rods with check nuts.
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Usefullength and fixing thickness: the usefullength (clamping thickness) normally
corresponds to the thickness of the fastened mounting items. With attachment mounting, this
can normally be varied by appropriate selection of the screw length. With push-through
assembly, however, the maximum useful length is set by the fixing. If the anchor base is faced
with piaster or insulating material, a screw or a push-through fixing must be selected with a
useful length corresponding at least to the piaster thickness and the thickness of the mounting
item.
Anchorage depth hef in the case of plastic and steel fixings corresponds to the distance
between the upper edge of the load-bearing components to the lower edge of the expanding
part.

Loading
Just as important as the dimensions of the an chor base for the fixing selection are the loads or
forces which occur when an items is fixed. Size? Direction? Point of applicaiton? The forces
are quoted in kN (Kilonewton - 1 kN == 100 kg) and the bending moments in Nm
(Newtonmeter).

Tension

pressure

Shear

bend + tension + shear e

~=blsJ:

bend + shear e

N = normal forces positiv/negativ; R = resulted; V = Shear; Mb = bending moment
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Fire protection
In Germany the State Building Ordinances (Landesbauordnung LBO) the Employers
Liability Association Directives and Regulations (Berufsgenossendschaftliches
Vorschriften- und Regelwerk BGVR) as weil as the Association of Insurers VdS
(Verband der Sachversicherer) specify measures for structural and operational fire
prevention.
DIN 4102:
Differentiates between building materials and structural members. Building materials
correspond to a certain material (concrete, timber, steel...) and as a result they differ in
terms of their combustion. That is why they are difterentiated according to their fire
behaviour regardsless of their external form.
The duration of fire resistance indicates the resistance to fire over a certain period of
time
Example F30: fireresistance duration of 30 minutes, For F30 the term fire retardant is
used. Sturctural members starting from F90 and higher are designated as fireproof.
The fire rating is classified with regard to the minimum resistance of 30,60,90, 120 or
180 minutes.

3.

Corrosion protection
The important on es are:
Glavanized zinc plating is the most corrosion protection for metal plugs where a thin
zinc layer is attached to the steel component. Minimum zinc plating between 5IJm and
101Jm. The yellow/blue colour is produced as a result of the subsequent yellow/blue
chromising. This represents adequate protection against corrosion in closed rooms, eg
houses, office rooms - with the exception of moisture-proof-rooms.
According to the approval plugs with galvanized zinc plated screws are
approved, if the steel parts are protected (see Approval under: 1.2)
Corrosion resistant steels (Material number 1.4401 or 1.4571) they ofter optimum
corrosion protection for general environmental conditions and also industrial
atmospheres. But they are not suitable for chloringe contaminated atmospheres of
off-store applications.
Special alloying metals (eg Steel Material number 1.4529) are solutions for fixings in
indoor swimming pools or chloringe contaminated atmospheres.
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